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Electron dynamics in metallic clusters are examined using a time-dependent density functional theory that
includes a “memory term,” i.e., attempts to describe temporal nonlocal correlations. Using the Iwamoto, Gross,
and Kohn exchange-correlation 共XC兲 kernel, we construct a translationally invariant memory action from
which an XC potential is derived that is translationally covariant and exerts zero net force on the electrons. An
efficient and stable numerical method to solve the resulting Kohn-Sham equations is presented. Using this
framework, we study memory effects on electron dynamics in spherical jellium gold clusters. We find memory
significantly broadens the surface plasmon absorption line, yet considerably less than measured in real gold
clusters, attributed to the inadequacy of the jellium model. Memory effects on nonlinear spectroscopy are
studied as well: a real-time pump-probe setup is used to study the temporal decay profile of the plasmon,
finding a fast decay followed by slower tail; and in high harmonic generation, we show that memory narrows
and redshifts emission lines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time-dependent density functional
共TDDFT兲 is an
in-principle exact theory of quantum many-body dynamics
which does not require the use of many-body wave functions. It thus forms a basis for an approximate, computationally tractable method for describing the dynamics of electrons in large molecules and nanostructures under the
influence of electromagnetic fields. Any practical implementation of TDDFT must use severe approximations. As it turns
out, though, even simple approximations often yield reasonably accurate results. While these are not of spectroscopic
accuracy, they are often useful for many purposes, and are
comparable to the quality of computations which use manybody wave functions.
For a system of Ne electrons initially in their ground state,
subject to some time-dependent potential vext共R , t兲, TDDFT
constructs a system of noninteracting identical fermions of
the same mass starting from their ground state as well having
the same time-dependent one-particle density n共R , t兲. The
dynamics of the noninteracting fermions is determined by an
external potential called the Kohn-Sham potential vKS共R , t兲,
a complicated unknown functional of the density n共R⬘ , t⬘兲.
Since vKS共R , t兲 is an unknown functional, one builds into it
as much general physics as possible, isolating the unknown
part of vKS into a hopefully small potential, which can be
reasonably approximated. This latter potential is the
exchange-correlation 共XC兲 potential, defined by
theory1

vXC共R,t兲 = vKS共R,t兲 − vext共R,t兲 − vH共R,t兲,

共1.1兲

where vH共R , t兲 = 兰n共R⬘ , t兲 / 兩R − R⬘兩d3R⬘ is the Hartree potential, describing the instantaneous classical Coulomb interaction. It is important to observe that the XC potential is a
universal functional of the density, completely independent
of the external potential. Thus, in actual applications, it is
approximated using crude, simplified, but still universal
functionals.
1098-0121/2006/73共7兲/075413共13兲/$23.00

The simplest universal XC potential, called the adiabatic
local density approximation2 共ALDA兲 is based on the static
properties of the homogeneous electron gas 共HEG兲. ALDA is
exact in the limit of low-frequency–long-wavelength variations in the density. The ALDA and other adiabatic functionals do not allow for explicit memory effects of the density on
the XC potential. In principle, the XC potential at time t
should depend to some extent on the past history, i.e., on
n共r⬘ , t⬘兲 with t⬘ ⬍ t. Nonadiabatic functionals are thus also
called “memory” functionals. To date, most applications of
time-dependent density functional theory are made using
adiabatic, memoryless, functionals.3–20 While some of the
results are surprisingly good in view of the crude assumptions, there are known problems which prevent TDDFT from
achieving high reliability. Some shortcomings are apparent
even in the linear response regime. These include the inability to correctly describe excitations with multiple electron
character21 and 共the related兲 grossly spurious prediction of
plasmon decay in metal clusters.22 It is reasonable to expect
that in many strong-field situations, the problems associated
with the adiabatic functionals will only get worse. Indeed
electron ionization rates from a model of the He atom are not
described well by23 ALDA.
Going beyond the adiabatic approximation and including
memory effects is an important goal discussed extensively
for some time.24–30 However, there has been very slow
progress in developing new memory functionals that can actually be applied to real systems. The problem hindering the
development of memory functionals in TDDFT has to do
with the imposition of some exact conditions compelling the
behavior of universal XC potentials. One such condition is
the translational covariance 共TC兲: if we translate the density
by some time-dependent vector x共t兲, i.e.,
n⬘共R⬘,t兲 = n„R⬘ + x共t兲,t….

共1.2兲

The XC potential must rigidly follow:
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vXC关n⬘兴共R⬘,t兲 = vXC关n兴„R⬘ + x共t兲,t….

共1.3兲

This condition is natural and it was proved by Vignale,31
along with another physically obvious constraint, we call the
zero force condition. Here one considers the electronic center
of mass
RCM共t兲 =

1
Ne

冕

n共R,t兲Rd3R

共1.4兲

which must be identical for both interacting and noninteracting systems. By Ehrenfest’s law, meR̈CM = F, where
F = −兰ⵜvext共R兲n共R , t兲d3R for the interacting system and
F = −兰ⵜvKS共R兲n共R , t兲d3R for the noninteracting system.
Thus both forces are equal to each other. Since the total
Hartree force is always zero, it is concluded that the XC
force vanishes:

冕

关− ⵜvXC共R,t兲兴n共R,t兲d3R = 0.

共1.5兲

An analogous rule, concerning the total XC torque, can be
proved only if the current density in the interacting and noninteracting systems is the same. However, this is not ensured
in TDDFT. In fact, imposing such identity will carry us into
the realm of time-dependent current density functional
theory32 共TDCDFT兲, which we avoid in this present work,
for reasons we discuss now. While TDCDFT functionals
have been developed and successfully applied,27,28,33–37 they
are presently limited to linear response and slow density
variations. Extending this approach to real-time and beyond
linear response applications is complicated and has been
done only in one-dimensional cases.29,37 The basic problem
is that imposition of TC usually warrants a Lagrangian system of coordinates,26,29,32,38 as opposed to the normally used
Eularian 共fixed兲 coordinate system. In three dimensions, this
is a great impediment since the numerical methods for solving the Schrödinger equation in a Lagrangian frame are still
not developed and robust enough to serve a basis for a general TDDFT program. The problem is that the Lagrangian
coordinate system relies on the electron velocity field
u共r , t兲 = j共r , t兲 / n共r , t兲 关where j共r , t兲 is the current density兴
which is numerically ill-defined whenever the density tends
to zero.
In this paper, we develop a practical method for studying
numerically the memory effects in electron dynamics. We
avoid Lagrangian frames and make use of a different, much
simplified approach to memory functionals, following the
suggestions of Vignale.31 We define a family of translationally invariant 共TI兲 “actions” on the Keldysh contour, which
are 共1兲 based on the simple linear response kernel of the
HEG and 共2兲 are translationally invariant 共a notion we describe in the next section兲. From each of these actions, an XC
potential vXC共r , t兲 can be derived which is 共1兲 TC 关Eq. 共1.3兲兴,
共2兲 obeys the zero force condition 关Eq. 共1.5兲兴, and 共3兲 is
causal 关vXC共r , t兲 depends on n共r⬘ , t⬘兲 where t⬘ ⬍ t兴. This approach can be considered a simple approximation to the full
but difficult Lagrangian description. As such it is numerically
doable and is stable, as we find in the applications we tested.
A basic problem with all these proposed functionals is their

unreasonably large ultra-non-locality. We discuss this issue
in Sec. V of this paper.
For actual implementation of the resulting nonlocal spacetime theory, we developed the following scheme. We rely on
a standard spatial representation using a plane-waves basis
and pseudopotentials.39 For the time propagation, we developed the memory replica technique, which allows us to use
any ordinary differential equation propagator. In the present
case, we employed the fifth- order adaptive step-size RungeKutta method.40
The resulting method is applied to several setups involving laser-metal cluster interaction. We first study line broadening of a surface plasmon in gold clusters, modeled by a
spherical jellium sphere. We find the plasmon absorption line
is considerably broadened and slightly shifted to the blue.
The broadening is due to decay of the collective excitation
into many low-energy electron-hole pairs. In the linear response regime, such a decay process cannot be accounted for
by adiabatic functionals, which are able to describe only the
decay by a single electron-hole pair excitation 共or Landau
damping, as it is sometimes called22兲. Next, we study
second-order phenomena associated with a two-pulse experiment on such gold clusters. The pump is tuned to excite a
surface plasmon of the cluster and the probe, given after
delay  is a short pulse which checks a wide range of frequencies. We focus on second-order dynamics which amount
to absorption of a photon by the pump and then either absorption of a second photon by the probe or emission of a
photon induced by the probe. The first pulse sets the system
in coherent motion and the second pulse can check how this
coherence is maintained as a function of time. We find that
memory effects cause a significant damping of the coherences set up by the first pulse. The third example includes
very strong fields where high harmonic generation and ionization is important. In contrast to the absorption spectrum,
the high-harmonic generation 共HHG兲 lines are weaker and
considerably sharpened due to memory effects, when compared to ALDA.
We present the functional and potentials in Sec. II. Then
the time propagation method is explained in Sec. III. The
applications and results are described in Sec. IV. A summary
and discussion follows in Sec. V.
II. M-MOMENT METHOD

We discuss in this section a relatively simple method for
obtaining TC memory potentials in TDDFT. The method
generalizes the center of mass method proposed in Ref. 41. It
is based on a moment functional of the density which is a
reference point in the electron density to which any observer
can relate his memory terms. When this idea is implemented
via an appropriate action functional which is translationally
invariant, the resulting potentials are automatically TC and
obey the zero force condition 关i.e., obey Eqs. 共1.3兲 and 共1.5兲兴.
A. Translational invariance: notions and definitions

One technique for producing TC XC potentials that have
zero net force is to set up a translationally invariant 共TI兲
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“action functional” of the density from which the XC potentials are derived. To explain what is a TI functional, consider
a system of electrons and its two descriptions by two moving
observers. One observer describes a given point in threedimensional 共3D兲 space as R, while the second observer denotes the same point as R⬘. In general, we have
R = R⬘ + x共t兲.

n⬘共R⬘,t兲 = n共R,t兲 = n„R⬘ + x共t兲,t…

共2.2兲

关the same relation as Eq. 共1.2兲兴. Now consider a functional
SXC关n兴 of the density. We say it is translationally invariant
共TI兲, if both observers, when they use the functional, obtain
the same value for their respective density functions. So,
SXC关n兴 is TI if
SXC关n⬘兴 = SXC关n兴.

␦SXC
␦n共R,t兲

,

SALDA关n兴 =

冕

tf

D关n兴共t兲 =

dtELDA关n共t兲兴,

⬅

冕

RM关n共R,t兲兴d3R

3

M关n共R,t兲兴d R

Q关n兴共t兲

.

共2.8兲
M共n兲 is the M function, which is arbitrary except that it is
positive and obeys limn→0 M共n兲 = 0. The simplest M function
is M共n兲 = n, where D is simply the center of mass RCM of the
electron distribution. However, we are not limited to this. We
can take other M functions, for example, M共n兲 = ne−␥n,
M共n兲 = n2, or M共n兲 = 1 − e−␥n. No matter what choice of M共n兲
we take, the M function has the following transformation
rule under changing to an accelerated frame:
D关n⬘兴共t兲 = D关n兴共t兲 − x共t兲.

共2.9兲

Furthermore, the functional derivative with respect to the
density yields:

␦D关n兴共t̄兲 M ⬘共R,t兲
=
关R − D关n兴共t兲兴␦共t − t̄兲.
␦n共R,t兲 Q关n兴共t兲

共2.10兲

An observer in the M-moment frame will use a function
N共r , t兲 to describe the density, where
N关n兴共r,t兲 = n共R,t兲 = n„r + D关n兴共t兲,t….

共2.4兲

then it obeys Eqs. 共1.3兲 and 共1.5兲, i.e., it is TC and it complies with the zero force condition.31 Note that convincing
arguments have been raised42 that a relation encapsulated in
Eq. 共2.4兲 cannot hold, in general, because unless SXC is local
in time, it “violates” causality, i.e., leads to a dependence of
vXC at time t on the density at a later time. It was, however,
shown that a TI action can still be obtained if one considers
a mathematical device called the Keldysh contour.38
The ALDA XC potential is derivable from a TI action

冕
冕

RM关n共R,t兲兴d3R

共2.3兲

Thus, SXC is TI if it yields the same result for the same
physical system, irrespective of the observer. Now, if the
exchange-correlation potential is the functional derivative of
a TI functional,
vXC共R,t兲 =

where the D is the M moment, and a functional of n is
defined as

共2.1兲

Here, x共t兲 is independent of the point and describes the timedependent displacement between the two observers. The two
observers are studying the same physical system of electrons.
The lab observer describes the electron number density by
the function n共R , t兲 and the second observer, describes the
same density by the function n⬘共R⬘ , t兲. Obviously, the density at a given physical point and time must be the same for
both observers, so the relation between the two functions is

共2.7兲

r = R − D共t兲,

共2.11兲

It is straightforward, using 共2.9兲, to verify that this density is
actually TI
N关n⬘兴共r,t兲 = n⬘„r + D关n⬘兴共t兲,t… = n„r + D关n⬘兴共t兲 + x共t兲,t…
共2.12兲

= n„r + D关n兴共t兲,t… = N关n兴共r,t兲.
From Eqs. 共2.10兲 and 共2.11兲, the functional derivative

冋

M ⬘„n共R,t兲…
␦N共r,t̄兲
= ␦共t − t̄兲 ␦„r + D共t兲 − R… +
␦n共R,t兲
Q共t兲

册

⫻ ⵜ n„r + D共t兲,t… · „R − D共t兲… .

共2.5兲

0

共2.13兲

where ELDA关n共t兲兴 is the LDA energy associated with the density at a time t. Knowing that ALDA gives reasonable results,
we are motivated to write the ALDA+ M action functional as

We now relate the action smem only to the M-moment system,
by defining

SALDA+M 关n兴 = SALDA关n兴 + Smem关n兴.

Since N关n兴 is TI, we immediately see that SXC关n兴 is itself TI.
Using 共2.10兲 and 共2.13兲, and a bit of chain rule differentiation, we can derive the general form of the XC potential

共2.6兲

In Sec. II B, we build a simple TI Smem关n兴.

Smem关n兴 = smem†N关n兴‡.

B. Density M-moment method

Now, assume that some functional smem关n兴 from which the
potential is to be derived is given. Most likely, this functional
will not be TI to start with, so we enforce TI upon it by using
the M-moment method described now. Consider the density
moment frame, denoted

共2.14兲

vmem关n兴共R,t兲 = Vmem关N兴„R − D共t兲,t… + Emem共t兲

· „R − D共t兲…M ⬘关n„R − D共t兲,t…兴,
共2.15兲
where
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Vmem共r,t̄兲 =

␦smem关N兴
␦N共r,t̄兲

共2.16兲

vmem关n兴共R,t兲

=

and

冕

t

0

冕

1
Emem共t兲 =
Q共t兲

⫻ t⬘n„R − 关D共t兲 − D共t⬘兲兴,t⬘… + Emem共t兲 · „R − D共t兲…

Vmem共r,t兲 ⵜ n„r + D共t兲,t…d r.
3

共2.22兲
共2.17兲

Since Smem is TI, we are assured that vmem is TC and leads to
zero XC force. This can also be checked directly on the final
result. Note that in Eq. 共2.15兲, vmem is a sum of two terms and
that each of them is TC. Thus, the second term is not needed
for TC but its presence is required to ensure that the total
force is zero as well.
In the rest of the paper, we specialize to the center of mass
method, where M共n兲 = n. This choice of the M function leads
to a similar theory proposed in Ref. 31, however, as noted
above, our potential has the added benefit of having zero net
force.

with a homogeneous XC “electric” field given by
Emem关N兴共t兲 =

We now choose a specific form for sXC关n兴, based on a
given parametrization of the density response properties of
the HEG, are encapsulated in a causal kernel F共n , t兲, with
共2.18兲

There are several parametrizations of the kernel in the
literature.24,25,34 We concentrate on the general approach
here. We define the Keldysh pseudotime variable , where
 苸 关0 ,  f 兴, and a mapping t共兲 of this variable onto physical
time. The mapping is constrained by t共0兲 = t共 f 兲. More details
can be found in Ref. 38. The XC action is thus
smem关N兴 =

冕 冕
冕 ⬙
f

dr⬘

ṫ共⬘兲d⬘

0

⫻

⬘

0

d F„N共r⬘, ⬘兲, ⬘ − ⬙…Ṅ共r⬘, ⬙兲.
共2.19兲

From which, using the special properties of the Keldysh contour,
Vmem关N兴共r,t̄兲 =

冕

¯

0

⬘ „N共r,t̄兲,t̄ − t⬙…Ṅ共r,t⬙兲dt⬙ ,
Fmem

Fmem共n,t − t⬘兲
n

冏

f h 共n, 兲
,
F˜⬘mem共n, 兲 = xcL
− i

共2.23兲

共2.24兲

h
where f xcL
共n , 兲 is the longitudinal linear response kernel24,25
of the HEG.
Summarizing, the total ALDA+ M XC potential that we
use is

vALDA+M 共R,t兲 = vALDA共R,t兲 +

冕

t

0

⬘ „n共R,t兲,t − t⬘…
dt⬘Fmem

⫻t⬘N„R − D共t兲,t⬘… + Emem共t兲 · „R − D共t兲….
共2.25兲
III. PROPAGATION: THE REPLICA METHOD

Our numerical representation is based on a standard
plane-waves basis set method39 with image screening.43 The
method allows accurate spatial derivative calculations and
yields accurate interpolations for calculating N共r , t兲 = n(r
+ D共t兲 , t).
In ALDA applications, the plane-waves basis combined
with the fifth-order adaptive time-step Runge-Kutta 共RK兲
method44 for propagating the time-dependent Kohn-Sham
共TDKS兲 equation is an efficient and accurate scheme. However, when using memory functionals, the propagation
method cannot be used. To understand why, we note that the
RK method propagates ordinary differential equations of the
type
ẏ共t兲 = f„y共t兲,t….

.
n=N共r⬘,t兲

共2.21兲
The XC potential of Eq. 共2.15兲 becomes

⬘ „N共r,t兲,t − t⬘…
dt⬘Fmem

0

共3.1兲

This form is compatible with the TDKS equations of ALDA,
Ne
Kohn-Sham 共KS兲 orbitwhere y stands in for the set 兵n其n=1
als and f for −iHKSn. However, with a memory term
present, the TDKS equations are of the form

where

冏

冕 冕

t

d 3r

The form of the kernel function is obtained from the HEG
dynamical linear response properties.29 We can connect our
result to this limit by developing our functional to first order
around a homogeneous 共space-independent兲 gas density n0.
Note that in this limit, the electric field is a second-order
quantity. After some manipulations, we can show,

共2.20兲

⬘ „N共r⬘,t兲,t − t⬘… =
Fmem

1
Q共t兲

⫻ Ṅ共r,t⬘兲关ⵜN兴共r,t兲.

C. Building the TC potential

F共n,  ⬍ 0兲 = 0.

⬘ „n共R,t兲,t − t⬘…
dt⬘Fmem

ẏ共t兲 = f„y共t兲,y共t − ⌬t兲,y共t − 2⌬t兲, . . . ,t…,

共3.2兲

where ⌬t is some 共approximate兲 coarsening. This is not of
the type to which efficient RK methods are applicable.
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In order to convert Eq. 共3.2兲 to the type 共3.1兲, we define
chronological replicas
y n共t兲 ⬅ y共t − n⌬t兲,

n = 0,1, . . . .

共3.3兲

Clearly,
ẏ n共t兲 = ẏ共t − n⌬t兲 = f„y共t − n⌬t兲,y关t − 共n + 1兲⌬t兴, . . . ,t − n⌬t…
= f„y n共t兲,y n+1共t兲, . . . ,t − n⌬t….

共3.4兲

V = L3 is set up and a plane-waves basis is used with periodicity in three dimensions. In the present calculations, we
choose L = 16.3a0 and the number of electrons is Ne = 38.
This electron number gives a closed shell system. The KohnSham orbitals are the plane waves k共r兲 = eik·r, where kx, ky,
and kz are integer multiples of 2 / L and the Ne / 2 states with
the lowest 兩k兩 are occupied. At t ⬎ 0, the system is perturbed
by a very short Gaussian pulse coupled by a long-wavelength
field

Defining,
f n共y 0,y 1, . . . ,t兲 ⬅ f共y n,y n+1, . . . ,t − n⌬t兲.

共3.5兲

It is possible to write, in vector notation,
ẏ共t兲 = f„y共t兲,t….

共3.6兲

We make an additional approximation, by keeping only a
finite number Nr of replicas, so that the relevant history extends backward to time t − Tm 共with Tm = Nr⌬t兲. Equation
共3.6兲 is now of the type 共3.1兲, i.e., amenable to RK propagation. The price to be paid here is that of propagating and
keeping Nr replicas of the KS orbitals. Thus, the method
introduces two additional parameters: the number of history
steps Nr and the coarsening time step ⌬t. Convergence tests
of the final results with respect to the limits Tm → ⬁ and ⌬t
→ 0 should be made. In the calculations we present here, we
used Tm = 6 a.u. and ⌬t = 0.75 a.u. We have checked that
these values give reasonably converged results.
IV. APPLICATIONS

Our 3D simulations focus on small spherical metal gold
clusters. We model such systems using a spherical jellium
model, where the ionic charge of gold is smeared to its average value (n = 关共4 / 3兲rs3兴−1 with rs = 3a0) of an appropriate
radius. Please note our nomenclature, we use the acronym
“Au8 spherical jellium cluster” to denote a jellium sphere
which contains 8s electrons of gold 共neglecting the d electrons兲 and the total positive charge is 8 as well.
The system is placed in a box of dimension Lx ⫻ Ly ⫻ Lz,
the grid spacing is uniform ⌬x, and the number of gridpoints
or plane waves is Nx,y,z⌬x = Lx,y,z.
For each application, we present the results of ALDA and
the memory functional. The memory parametrization we
used in this work is due to Iwamoto and Gross, i.e.,
h
=
Im f xcL

a共n兲
,
„1 + b共n兲2…5/4

共4.1兲

where a共n兲 and b共n兲 are known functions of the density,24,25
see the appendix for details. For numerical stability, we
smoothly truncate the kernel so it is zero when the density is
very small 共rs ⬎ 6兲.
A. Long wavelength linear response of HEG

Our first example is made mainly for demonstration, since
the functional is designed to closely imitate what we know
about the response of the HEG to long wavelength sinusoidal
perturbations. We consider a HEG of density parameter rs
= 3 共corresponding to the density of gold兲. A box of volume

vext共r,t兲 = E0Zk共r兲f共t兲.

共4.2兲

Here, E0 is a weak enough field so that linear response is
dominant 共we choose E0 = 10−3Eh关ea0兴−1兲, the spatial and
temporal forms of the perturbation are
Zk共r兲 =

sin kz
k

共4.3兲

k = 2 / L. The pulse shape is a very short Gaussian
f共t兲 = e−共t − t0兲

2/22

.

共4.4兲

0 = 2បE−1
h .

In Eq. 共4.2兲,
and
The reason we use Zk
and not a dipole field is that for the HEG and a dipole field,
there are no memory effects because of the harmonic potential theorem.26
The simulation is done in real time, thus we start from the
ground-state Kohn-Sham orbitals 共which are in this case the
lowest Ne / 2 plane waves兲 with density n共r , 0兲 = n0, constant
throughout space. We apply the time-dependent external potential 共4.2兲 for t ⬎ 0 and using the Kohn-Sham equations, we
evolve the electronic density n共r , t兲 in time. The timedependent expectation value of Zk,
t0 = 8បE−1
h

具Ẑk典t =

冕

关n共r,t兲 − n0共r兲兴Zk共r兲d3r,

共4.5兲

is recorded at equal intervals. It can be shown45 共also see the
discussion in Ref. 46兲 that
具Ẑk典t =

E0
iប

冕

⬁

f共t − 兲具gs兩关Ẑk共兲,Ẑk共0兲兴兩gs典d , 共4.6兲

0

where gs is the many-body ground state. Thus, 具Ẑk共t兲典 is
proportional to the imaginary part of the correlation function
具Ẑk共t兲Ẑk共0兲典 共we refer to this below as the “Z-Z correlation
function”兲, which is related to the energy absorption, just like
in dipole excitation 共see, for example, Ref. 47兲.
The Z-Z correlation function in real time is plotted in Fig.
1. We show two correlation functions computed using ALDA
and the ALDA plus memory functional in real time and frequency. The difference is striking. While the correlation
function computed via ALDA shows no observable damping
on the time scale of tens of femtoseconds, the highfrequency part of the ALDA+ M transient is strongly
damped within about 5 – 10 fs. Only a low-frequency mode
survives this strong decay. The high-frequency line is the
bulk plasmon and is shown in panel 共b兲 of Fig. 1. Two features are noticeable: the memory functional shifts the maximal absorption to the blue by about 0.1 eV and the linewidth
is about 0.3 eV. For ALDA, the plasmon linewidth is artifi-
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 The Z-Z correlation function vs time for
the finite HEG slab 共top兲; the corresponding plasmon absorption
cross-section line shape 共bottom兲. This figure compares ALDA with
ALDA+ M.

cial, i.e., it just reflects the finite propagation time. The width
of the plasmon line we find is in good agreement with theoretical estimates.27
B. Absorption spectrum of Au18 spherical jellium cluster

In this section, we study the absorption spectrum of a
finite-size spherical Au cluster, focusing on the surface plasmon excitation. The absorption of metal clusters and, in particular, gold and silver is the subject of many studies.48–55 Fr
small clusters 共about 9–13 atoms兲 experiments have shown56
a broad line centered at 3.7 eV with a width of ⬃0.5 eV. The
large width has been assigned to interband dephasing, i.e., to
the very large number of possible transitions, resulting from
the mixing of the d and s “bands.”56 In the calculations we
present here, we use a jellium model which is more suited
for the s-electron description of alkali metals or perhaps silver clusters. Thus, we do not expect to account fully for the
observed line widths.
In the calculations, the ionic charge in the jellium is
smeared 共almost兲 uniformly on a sphere; namely, the spatial
charge density at point r is

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The polarization vs time for the Au18
spherical jellium cluster 共top panel兲 after the short pulse excitation.
The corresponding absorption cross sections are shown in the bottom panel.

n+共r兲 =

1+e

n0
关2r−D0兴/ .

共4.7兲

The diameter of our spherical cluster is D0 = ⬃ 0.83 nm, it
contains a total positive charge of 18e and its ionization potential, as computed in local density approximation 共LDA兲 is
4.8 eV. Within the sphere, the charge density is almost uniform, at the average ionic density of gold. The smeared
charge near the surface is smoothly cut off 共 is a smoothing
parameter兲, so the density is zero outside of the sphere. The
sphere is neutral so there are 18 electrons in the system,
namely the Au valence s-shell electrons. Even with this small
number of electrons, one can usefully discuss excitation
modes such as collective 共plasmon兲 oscillations.57 We designate this and similar model metallic clusters as “spherical
jellium cluster Aun,” where n is the positive charge of the
sphere 共in units of e兲.
The photoabsorption cross section of Au18 spherical jellium cluster is computed using the dipole-dipole correlation
function, as described in Ref. 58. Basically, we use the
method of Sec. IV A 关Eqs. 共4.3兲–共4.6兲兴 but with Ẑk replaced
by the dipole operator ẑ. The dipole correlation function and
spectrum is presented in Fig. 2.
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The two calculated signals, one based on ALDA and the
other on the memory functional, are very different. The most
notable difference in the time domains is the decay of the
dipole-dipole correlation function on a time scale of 30 fs
when memory functionals are used. Examination of the surface plasmon line at ⬃3.6 eV shows a small blueshift and a
large 0.1 eV linewidth. It should be noted that the ALDA
linewidth is artificial, resulting solely from the finite propagation time.

TABLE I. Pump-probe parameters for Eq. 共4.8兲 共atomic
units兲.
Symbol

Definition

Value

t0
⌺
p
E0


Time of pump
Duration of pump
Frequency of pump
Field of pump
Pump-probe delay


E1

Duration of probe
Field of probe

200
80
0.13
0.001
Variable: 200, 600,
1000, 1400, 1800
2
0.001

C. Probing decay with sum (difference) frequency generation

Pump-probe experiments on metals form a basic suit of
methods with which the lifetime of electronic excitations can
be studied.59–66 In this section, we use a two-pulse setup to
pump 共excite兲 and probe the plasmon decay in a small Au8
spherical jellium cluster. Our setup is as follows: first, in
order to obtain second-order response, we apply a small DC
field to break the centrosymmetric character of the sphere.
Next, a pump pulse having has a reasonably well-defined
frequency  p peaking at time t0 is exerted. Finally, a pulse of
extremely short duration 共tens of attoseconds兲, containing a
wide range of frequencies is used as a probe. The probe is
given within a time delay  relative to the pump. To be
specific, we consider the following coherent pulse shape,
which contains the pump, of strength E0, and probe, of
strength E1:
p共t; ,E0,E1兲 = E0e−关t − t0兴

2/2⌺2

sin  pt + E1e−关t − 共t0 + 兲兴

2/22

L01共t; 兲 ⬇

1
关S共E0,E1兲 − S共− E0,E1兲
4E0E1
− S共E0,− E1兲 + S共− E0,− E1兲兴.

共4.10兲

Thus, we need four separate TDDFT dipole signal runs from
which the signal L01共t ; 兲 can be obtained from each time
delay . This is in effect a two-dimensional spectrum of the
system. One such a signal, for  = 1000 atu 共about 25 fs兲 is
shown for the Au8 cluster in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 共top兲, we see
that the L01 ALDA and ALDA+ M signals are very different,

.

共4.8兲
The parameters we use are collected in Table I.
Note that the first pulse is of a dominant frequency  p,
exciting the surface plasmon 共at energy ⬃3.5 eV as seen in
Fig. 2 for a different cluster, but the plasmon frequency is
similar兲 while the second pulse is of extremely short duration, containing a wide spectrum of frequencies. The electric
field couples to the electronic dipole operator. A TDDFT run,
starting from the ground state allows the calculation of the
dipole signal S共t ; E兲, where ET = 共E0 , E1兲. When the electric
fields are small, we can write
1 I
共t; 兲E + ¯ ,
S共t; ,E兲 = S0共t; 兲 + b共t; 兲TE + ETL
2
共4.9兲
where S0 is is the static dipole 共from the DC field兲. The
coefficients b共t ; 兲 ⬅ 共b0 , b1兲 are linear response spectra,
while the three elements of the 2 ⫻ 2 symmetric matrix
I 共t ; 兲 are spectra for second-order processes. In particular,
L
the element L01共t ; 兲 corresponds to second-order processes
which are linear in E0 and E1. Thus, L01 describes absorption
of a photon ⬃ p by the pump and a subsequent absorption
or induced emission of a second photon at frequency 2. The
final state of the cluster after this process is at energy ប共 p
+ 2兲.
In order to obtain the spectrum for this type of process,
we need to take the second derivative L01共t ; 兲
= 兩关2S共t ;  , E兲 / E0E1兴兩E=0, which we approximate as

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Memory effects on the real-time 共top兲 and
frequency 共bottom兲 two-photon response L01 for Au8 spherical jellium cluster at  = 25 fs.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The ALDA and ALDA+ M pump-probe
L01 two-photon absorption signals in Au8. The first photon is a 3.6
共plasmon兲 frequency and absorbed from the pump while the second
is photon is obtained from the probe, 0.9 eV 共top兲 and 1.7 eV
共bottom兲.

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The ALDA and ALDA+ M pump-probe
L01 two-photon absorption-emission signals in Au8. Absorption of
the pump photon excites the plasmon at 3.5 eV. The probe stimulates emission of a second photon at 3.6 eV 共top兲 and 2.5 eV
共bottom兲.

as the latter is quickly damped, while the first seems to oscillate indefinitely 共on the time scale of the calculation兲. In
the frequency domain, Fig. 3 共bottom兲, we observe that the
sharp ALDA spectral features are either absent or much reduced in the ALDA+ M spectra. Furthermore, some of the
peaks are slightly blueshifted.
Since the first pulse is also of short duration, it excites
many modes in the electron gas. This creates a linear combination of vibrating modes in the inhomogeneous electron
gas of the metal cluster. The measured effect of the second
pulse will thus depend on the many frequency differences
that exist between these modes. The way this “vibrational
coherence” is lost in time is an important probe of the
dephasing and relaxation processes in the metal cluster.
In Fig. 4, we examine the strength of the process where
the absorption of a photon from the pump excites the plasmon, followed by the absorption of an additional photon
from the probe. Two lines are selected as an example, the
 = 4.7 eV and  = 5.3 eV. In the ALDA calculation, the
yield initially grows with time delay but then becomes more
or less constant at around 2.0 共the units here are arbitrary兲. In
the ALDA+ M case, however, the yield initially goes up 共as
in the ALDA case兲 but then almost monotonically goes

down. This shows that the population of the plasmon decays
as a function of time. The decay is very similar in both cases.
We may say that the decay shows two types of behavior.
There is a fast decay of about 10 fs, followed by a slow
decay of about 30– 40 fs.
It is now interesting to study the two-photon signal in the
case where the first photon is absorbed but the second photon
is emitted. Thus, we look at two transition  = 0 and 
= 1.1 eV. The absorption-emission spectrum is more oscillatory than the absorption-absorption spectrum. The oscillations are manifestations of coherences which exist between
different modes with nearly the same frequency. In Fig. 5,
we see that the ALDA+ M transients in exhibits, once again,
damped coherence oscillations when compared to the ALDA
transients. As in the absorption-absorption case, it seems that
there are two time scales for damping: a fast and a slower
one.
D. High-harmonic generation in Au18

In recent years, TDDFT within the ALDA were used to
study high-harmonic generation 共HHG兲 in molecules and
clusters.16,67–70 Since these TDDFT applications have not
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Memory effects in the transient ionization
rate for the Au18 spherical jellium cluster during a short and intense
laser pulse.

taken into account memory effects, we investigate this issue
here, in the context of metal clusters. We expose a sphericaljellium Au18 cluster to a short 共50 fs兲 pulse of intense laser
radiation at a frequency 0. The emission spectrum is associated with the dipole acceleration, given by
P⬀

冏冕

⬁

d̈共t兲e−itdt

0

冏

2

,

共4.11兲

we have excited the system using a laser pulse electric field
profile given by
Ez共t兲 = E0 sin2

冋册

t
cos 0t.
T

共4.12兲

In the example we study here, we took pulse duration is
−1
and
T = 2000បE−1
h 共about 50 fs兲 and frequency 0 = 0.1Ehប
−1
electric field E0 = 0.01Eh共ea0兲 . At these intensities, there is
appreciable ionization. In order to account for electron flux
moving away from the cluster, never to return, we impose
absorbing boundary conditions using a negative imaginary
potential71 共NIP兲 placed asymptotically in the direction of the
electric field polarization.67 This potential removes the electron density that gets pushed out and away from the cluster.
The functional form of the potential is
W共r兲 = − iA ⫻ 共兩z兩 − a兲 ⫻ 共兩z兩 − a兲3

共4.13兲

A = 0.00064Eha−3
0 ,

共4.14兲

with

where a = 15a0. Let us first discuss ionization. The effective
rate of ionization is defined as the rate of loss of electron
density within the simulation box. In our calculation, a
charge that is very far from the cluster is absorbed by the
negative imaginary potential. These calculated rates are compared in Fig. 6. One sees from the figure that the ALDA rate
has much more structure than the corresponding transient of
ALDA+ M. In particular, the ALDA transient has three main
peaks at 27, 32, and 35 fs, while the ALDA+ M peaks only
once at 27 fs 共immediately after the laser electric field passes
its maximum兲. This is in compliance with the previously

seen tendency of the memory effects to dampen oscillations.22
Next, we study the HHG spectra. Due to the spherical
symmetry of our system, only odd harmonics can be formed
for a continuous wave 共CW兲 field.72 However, since we used
a short pulse, the pulse’s emission lines have a complicated
shape although the peaks are centered near 共but not exactly
at兲 the odd integer harmonics. This is shown in Fig. 7. The
memory effects at the odd harmonics serve to reduce the
HHG intensity by a factor of 1.5 to 3. The memory functional spectra is weaker but more concentrated on the oddinteger harmonics 关Fig. 7 共bottom兲兴. Features which result
from the finite pulse are washed away so the harmonic peaks
are relatively enhanced. An interesting phenomenon, somewhat in contradiction to the behavior at odd harmonics, is
that the second harmonic, although very weak, is considerably stronger in the ALDA+ M calculation than the ALDA
one.
V. DISCUSSION

Our calculations of the absorption energy are based on a
short laser pulse, which excites the system. Almost all decay
processes occur after the pulse has died off. A natural question arises as to energy conservation during the decaying
dynamics. We address this question in full generality, assuming that we have access to the exact TDDFT potential functional. Unlike DFT, TDDFT does not usually construct an
energy functional. However, one is available due to energy
conservation. The instantaneous energy of the system can be
defined as the sum of the energy of the ground state 共the
initial state兲 plus the work W共t兲 done on the system by the
laser pulse

冕冕
冕冕
t

W共t兲 = e

j共r,t⬘兲 · ⵜvlaser共r,t⬘兲d3rdt⬘

0

t

=e

ṅ共r,t⬘兲vlaser共r,t⬘兲d3rdt⬘

共5.1兲

0

共here we assume, as is common in TDDFT, that the external
laser fields can be described using a potential兲. The quantity
W共t兲 can be directly calculated within the TDDFT calculation since it depends only on the time-dependent density.
From 共5.1兲, if the pulse is turned off at time tof f , so that
vlaser共r , t兲 = const when t ⬎ tof f the energy at subsequent times
does not change
Eafter共t兲 = Egs + W共tof f 兲,

t ⬎ tof f .

共5.2兲

In other words, even though the final state of the system is
not stationary 共so various observables may exhibit decay兲,
the energy no longer changes. The decay of the observables
we showed above is not associated with energy loss, but are
more of the pure dephasing nature.
We have studied the memory effects on absorption lines
in small metal clusters. We found some absorption lines gain
width due to dephasing effects. The broadening was considerably less 共by a factor of 5 to 10兲 than experimental broadening for gold clusters56 and nanocrystals.50,73 It is difficult
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Memory effects on the
HHG spectra for the Au18 spherical jellium cluster. The top panel shows the spectrum on a logarithmic scale. Close ups on the line shapes in linear scale of harmonics 3, 5, 7, and 9 are shown in
the bottom panels.

to give a detailed account of this, since the origin of the large
broadening is not well understood. In the small clusters, we
are studying here the experiments show broadening of
0.5 eV. This corresponds to a dephasing time of less than
10 fs. At present, it is unclear whether the broadening effects
in such small clusters can be solely attributed to the electron
dynamics. Nuclear dynamics in such systems may contribute
significantly to the broadening as well. Another source of
discrepancy is our neglect of d electrons in the present calculations. These may have important contributions due to
interband dephasing effects. Another unrealistic aspect of our
calculations is the coreless character of the jellium sphere. To
estimate the effects of repulsive cores, we have developed a
local pseudopotential for the s electrons and are using it to
study memory effects. A full account of this ongoing study
will be published elsewhere. Preliminary results show the
atomic cores to substantially increase the broadening 共by a
factor of about 2兲. This can be understood as follows. The

external potential inside the jellium sphere is harmonic. In a
purely harmonic potential, there is no broadening at all, due
to the harmonic potential theorem.26 In our model, the source
of anharmonicity is the jellium surface. In a calculation
which includes repulsive cores inside the jellium, there are
additional anharmonic effects and thus increased dephasing.
In summary, in this paper we developed a memory action
functional which is translationally invariant. The potential
we derive from this action is translationally covariant 共similar in spirit to that of Vignale31兲 and has the additional merit
of obeying the zero net force condition. Both conditions are
automatically obtained when the potential is derived from a
TI action. The memory functional is added to the ALDA
functional, resulting in a new functional that we dub
ALDA+ M. The M part of the functional depends on a parametrization of the HEG kernel, which we took to be the
Iwamoto-Gross-Kohn24,25 functional. We then described how
memory potentials are handled numerically within the
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spurious, unrealistic dephasing. One way to correct for these
effects involves a self-interaction correction 共SIC兲 of the action of Eq. 共2.14兲 as
Ne

Smem关n兴 = smem†N关n兴‡ − 兺 smem†N关ni兴‡,

共5.3兲

i=1

where ni共r , t兲 = n共r , t兲 / 兰n共r , t兲d3r for a Fermi-Amaldi-type74
SIC or ni共r , t兲 = 兩i共r , t兲兩2 for a Perdew-Zunger75 type. Obviously, this will eliminate the memory effects of one-electron
systems, while, for large systems with delocalized orbitals,
the correction will be small. Such a correction may also reduce or eliminate the size consistency problem. We plan to
study these types of corrections in future work.
FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 The reduced kernel 3/4共x兲.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Runge-Kutta propagation method. The resulting theory and
numerical method is then applied to a small set of examples
involving laser-metal cluster interactions. By examining the
difference between various observables in the ALDA and
ALDA+ M calculations, we learn what kinds of effects
memory terms bring into the calculation. It has already been
established27 that memory effects in the linear response regime 共or in the nearly homogeneous case兲 are largely viscous
effects that damp the absorption lines, e.g., that of bulk plasmon. Beyond linear response, we find in this work that
memory effects stay mostly viscous in nature. Ultrafast
pump-probe spectroscopy is often used to study decay processes in metals and we show that this is also useful as a
computational tool the details of the plasmon decay are revealed by such settings. Once again, the ALDA calculation
shows no damping while the ALDA+ M transient exhibits
double time-constant damping. The effect of memory on the
high-harmonic generation line shapes is interesting. Here it
causes the linewidths to narrow. This is probably a result of
memory effectively damping all but the integer 共odd兲 harmonic generation process.
The memory potential we derived here is a simple alternative to that based on Lagrangian coordinates. Such a potential has the merit of being “doable” but suffers from two
serious drawbacks: it is size inconsistent and has spurious
“self-dephasing” effects. To elaborate the first issue, we
imagine two systems denoted A and B widely separated from
each other. Suppose now that system A is excited by a local
field. Because of the oscillations in A’s electron density, the
center of mass of both A and B will be affected and start to
oscillate 共move兲, this will cause the electron density of the
second system to be affected. This ultra-non-locality is, of
course, unphysical. The second problem, that of selfdephasing, is best seen when our formalism is applied to a
one- 共or few-兲 electron system, such as the hydrogen atom.
Since our memory effects reflect the response of the HEG,
the dynamical behavior of the hydrogen atom will exhibit
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APPENDIX: THE MEMORY KERNEL

The time-domain kernel is related to the frequencydomain XC kernel of the HEG through 关see Eq. 共2.24兲兴
F⬘共n0,t兲 =

i
2

冕

⬁

d

−⬁

h
f xcL
共n0, 兲 −it
e .


共A1兲

We use the Iwamoto-Gross-Kohn functional given by24,25
h
Im f xcL
=

a共n兲
„1 + b共n兲2…5/4

共A2兲

关where a共n兲, b共n兲 are taken given in Refs. 24 and 25兴. The
real part can be obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relation
and after some manipulation38
F⬘共n0,t兲 = −

2


冕

⬁

0

h
Im f xcL
共n0, 兲cos t
d .


共A3兲

The integration can in 共A1兲 be done analytically, yielding
F⬘共n,t兲 =

冑b共n兲兲,

共A4兲

冑⌫共5/4兲 x Ku共x兲,

共A5兲

a共n兲

冑b共n兲 3/4共t/

where the reduced kernel is

u共x兲 = −

21/4

u

where Ku共x兲 is the modified Bessel function of the second
kind. We plot the reduced kernel 3/4共x兲 in Fig. 8. One sees
that the kernel is practically zero when t ⬇ 5冑b共n兲.
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